WHEN:
Monday, October 15
5:00 PM – 9:00 PM

WHERE:
Broadway Palm Dinner Theatre
1380 Colonial Blvd. Fort Myers

TICKETS:
https://secure.broadwaypalm.com
- Forum (7-9pm) - $10 Donation
- Dinner (6-7pm) & Forum - $25 Donation
- Doors open at 5pm for a Clean Water Fair featuring other non-profits

HOSTED BY:
Calusa Waterkeeper & Broadway Palm Dinner Theatre

TIME TO TALK ABOUT THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF HABS AND RED TIDE

Recent Calusa Waterkeeper town halls have focused on the acute health risks associated with the Cyanobacteria (“Blue-Green Algae”) and Karenia brevis (“Red Tide”) outbreaks plaguing SW Florida.

Now, timed to coincide with the close of our 3rd fiscal quarter (Q3), and three weeks prior to the mid-term election, our next forum – the FLORIDA ECONOMIC WATER SUMMIT (FEWS) - will dissect the extensive damage to the economic well-being of South Florida, focusing on harm to three sectors: (1) REAL ESTATE, (2) TOURISM & HOSPITALITY, (3) CHARTER & COMMERCIAL FISHING.

Bringing together expert panelists from those industries, teamed with scientists and economists versed in these sectors, we will attempt to capture and share data with stakeholders, policy-makers, the media and a community under duress.